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NIKOLA TESLA ONLINE CLIPPING LIBRARY PROTOTYPE1
Abstract: Nikola Tesla Museum (Belgrade, Serbia) possesses a unique clipping library, collected by the famous
scientist himself. The Digitizing Group at Faculty of Mathematics and the museum analyzed the problem of
clipping library online publication. A prototype digitization procedure and a prototype Web site are developed.
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1. Introduction
Nikola Tesla (1856–1943), American scientist of Serbian origin, usually presented
himself as electrical engineer and inventor. His professional results and unique personality
made him one of the most celebrated scientists of his time. As a public person, Tesla used to
speak or publish comments on current topics, not only in science and technology, but also on
different social problems, from food quality to war prevention. His work, personality and,
above all, his visionary approach to any topic, very often resulted in public disapprovals.
Many scientists and journalists in different parts of the world almost competed in publishing
papers on Nikola Tesla and his spoken or written statements, either with acceptance or
disapproval, and either with meaningful or irrational criticism [1].
Today we often concentrate on Nikola Tesla’s results, ignoring the circumstances of
his time and environment, but any in-depth analysis of his work and results absolutely must
consider all available information on acceptance and disapprovals of his work by his
contemporaries. What is amazing is that great work in providing such information did Nikola
Tesla himself.
During his life, Nikola Tesla, with support of his secretary, collected journals and
newspapers clippings covering his work and statements. A number of collected clippings
were organized in 57 books, but many clippings are preserved in boxes and not sorted yet. It
is assumed that less than a half of the clippings are organized. The value of the clipping
library collected by the famous inventor is even increased by a lot of comments, written by
hands on sides of these clippings.
According to the last wish of the scientist, all the documents and Tesla’s personal
things are transferred in Belgrade in 1949. Nikola Tesla Museum [1] was founded in 1952, to
preserve and publish the valuable inheritance and to support research on Nikola Tesla in all
parts of the world. The museum possesses exceptional collections, including: above 160.000
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original documents, above 2000 books and journals, above 1200 historical technical exhibits,
above 1500 photographs, above 1000 plans and drawings and many technical objects,
instruments and apparatus. Nikola Tesla Clipping Library is one of the most interesting
collections in the museum, probably the unique of this kind in the world.

2. Digitization
The intention to publish the clipping library online is not new. However, the limited
funds and the richness of the museum collections and the plentiful of regular preservation
activities caused the delay. In 2005th, Museum and Faculty of Mathematics approached the
problem. The Digitizing Group at Faculty of Mathematics was involved in problem analysis
and prototype development. The project is divided in two major parts: content digitization and
online library publishing.
As one of initial steps, the digitization team scanned one book with 405 clippings.
While it could be easier to digitize unbound materials, it would require the significant
resource preservation work and clippings classification to select the representative sample.
Book No. 19 is selected, because it contains clippings from the very beginning of the 20th
century, and the clippings quality is very variable. Many different factors influenced the
clippings quality, from paper material and thickness, to ink robustness and the compatibility
of ink and paper.
Some kinds of paper are preserved in almost original form, or suffered only the slight
change of color. On the other side, some clippings are highly deteriorated by structure
weakening and threading or extreme color change. While some inks remained almost shiny,
others lost the darkness in different degrees. In some cases ink is drawn by paper threads,
making text almost unreadable. The worst shape is “achieved” by clippings whose paper
became dark, ink became light and soothed. Many clippings are wrapped when pasted in
books, some are even partially torn, or clipping parts are completely missing.
Many different digitization methods are tried. Because of the book hard covers and the
decision not to unbind the book during the prototype phase, no flat scanning method was
efficient enough. The initial digitization was performed using high quality digital cameras.
Pages were photographed using many shots. Smaller clippings were photographed jointly, but
larger clippings were photographed individually.
Three digital versions of each clipping are prepared: digital documents in PDF [2] and
DjVu formats [3] and extracted plain text. PDF and DjVu are widely used formats for digital
documents. They are similar in capabilities. Because of different image processing, slight
visual differences are observable in resulted documents. However, they seam to be equally
qualified for the purpose.
The plain texts were to be obtained using OCR techniques. Many different OCR
software packages are tested, but with no generally satisfactory result. We already
emphasized the low quality of the clippings. However, there are additional problems, like
highly stylized fonts used at the beginning of the century and different languages. Generally,
the result of OCR was highly inaccurate and plain texts had to be manually corrected. During
the prototype phase only the few clippings were manually corrected, to provide enough data
for other analyses, like searching based on clippings content.

3. Publishing
The publishing team had to design and develop the library database, tools for
automatic import of digitized content, tools for manual corrections of individual clippings
data, library Web site and appropriate search engine.
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3.1. Data. The first topic in online library development was the data organization.
Each clipping is presented in many different forms:
- as digital document in PDF format;
- as digital document in DjVu format;
- as plain text, intended for clipping text searching, further research and referencing;
- as metadata, including: clipping caption, journal name and volume/number,
publishing date, keywords, language, comments written next to the clipping,
clipping book and page number.
After analyzing pros and contras it was decided to keep all data, including digital
documents and plain text, in a database. Contemporary database systems feature powerful
data access methods and very high efficiency. While it could be necessary to organize digital
documents as files because of even higher efficiency, the decision was to check if the
database based solution is efficient enough or not.
The database management system IBM DB2 [4] was initially selected because of good
experience of group members in some previous projects. Different editions are considered,
but after IBM published DB2 Express-C as a free community edition, including all features
significant for the project, the decision was very simple.
Data Model. Database model is designed with clipping as a collection of resources
(digital documents, including plain text) with all available metadata.

ClipKeyword
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Language

Book

Keyword

Journal

Resource

Figure 1. Simplified database model

The repeatable information (languages, books, journals, keywords) are extracted, but
other information (captions, publishing dates, page numbers, comments) are kept as clippings’
content. This simple design allows for both later extensions and simple application of efficient
searching algorithms.
Data Load. During the digitization process, the clippings metadata are collected in a
spreadsheet file. For the most of the clippings metadata include caption, journal, publishing
date and language. Other metadata is available only for a few of the clippings.
The import tools are developed for automatic full data load. Import tools consist of
metadata loader, digital documents loader, metadata indexer and plain text indexer. Tools for
manual editing are developed, too, to allow for manual error corrections.
3.2. Library Web site. When the project was initiated, members of the group were
involved in research of applications of functional programming languages in Web
development. Thus, the choice of development methods and tools was easy.
Wafl.
Wafl [5] is functional programming language, customized for Web
development. The most of its concepts are designed to be domain independent, in order to
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provide the general applicability. It is strongly typed language with implicit static type
checking. The strong static type checking is very important element of the error prevention
process. The automatic type inference makes programs shorter and encourages the writing of
polymorphic functions and data types.
The page templates allow the development of programs for automatic construction of
HTML and XML documents in very intuitive way, while preserving the functional language
semantics. Page templates allow for easy separation of service logic development and user
interface development. The modularization of graphical design aspects is fully supported.
Wafl programs access a database for both reading and updating. Read only access is
provided by query functions. Query function body is defined using SQL select statements.
Each query returns a list of rows. Wafl extends the transaction concept to cover not only
database data, but also Web session data.
Implementation. The prototype library implementation was targeted primarily to
provide rich data access features. Developed interface allows browsing by books, journals,
languages or years. Two searching interfaces are implemented.
Simple search interface consists of single edit control and provides the searching
based on clippings captions, keywords and plain text. Any word may be prefixed with control
symbol + or –.
Advanced search interface is extended by journal, language and time period. Figure 2
represents both search interfaces.

Figure 2. Advanced searching

Clippings are presented in both PDF (Figure 3) and DjVu (Figure 4) formats using
appropriate browser plugins.
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Figure 3. A digitized clipping in PDF format.

Figure 4. A digitized clipping in DjVu format.

For deeper research, the full extracted text is available for both reading and copying
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. A clipping plain text.

4. Conclusions
After the content preparation and implementation of prototype clipping library, the
results are tested in both capabilities and performances. The following conclusions are made:
- The quality of digitized resources using high quality digital cameras is satisfactory
for online publishing for the most of the clippings. However, for archival purposes
and many of the clippings it is crucial to use flat scanners.
- For highest quality digitization it would be necessary to unbind the clipping books,
or at least the pages with clippings pasted too close to the bindings.
- No OCR software proved to be fully adequate. While almost every tested
professional level OCR software performed very well with well preserved
clippings, the fact is that the most of the clippings are not in good enough shape to
rely on the software. It is suggested to test all the software again with higher
resolution digitized clippings images, obtained using flat scanning.
- The applied data organization model, using database system for all resources, fully
satisfies the projected load and performances.
- The selected database system, IBM DB2 Express-C, proved to be more than
capable for the task;
- The Web development platform (Linux Apache with Wafl programming language)
provided for simple and efficient development.
- The applied searching algorithms proved to be sufficient for the projected load.
The future activities will include both digitization using flat scanners and testing OCR
software on these new digitized documents.
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ПРОТОТИП ДИГИТАЛНЕ БИБЛИОТЕКЕ ИСЕЧАКА НИКОЛЕ ТЕСЛЕ
Музеј Николе Тесле (Београд, Србија) поседује јединствену колекцију исечака, које је познати научник
лично сакупљао. Група за дигитализацију Математичког факултета и Музеј су анализирали могућности
дигиталног публиковања библиотеке исечака. Дефинисан је прототип поступка дигитализације и
развијен је прототип Веб локације.
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